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This spring, a new group of Gray's students will once again help the WPC plant trees at 3 sites in the 6.3-acre Mystic Valley Conservancy Lake Pleasant Conservation area in 2014.

To sign up, contact: Kelly Horrell khorrell@pacommons.org or call (724) 471-7202, extension 5100.

Union City High School students and their teacher, Raquel Gray, plant trees at the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy’s Lake Pleasant Conservation area in 2014.

They’re running out of water. Yet this inescapable reality in California and Arizona. Also, there are people in China, India and other poor countries who don’t have enough clean water to drink. However, Americans use 100 times more water per person per day than their counterparts in other poor countries. If we all could cut the use of water per person per day, there would be more water available for everyone. More people equal less water for everyone to use. Climate change, caused by global warming, is melting the glaciers and ice caps. That causes fresh water to flood into the ocean. The hotter Earth causes more evaporation, too. We must conserve our water resources. We must do our part to keep our water as clean as possible.

— Mastery McQuaid, fourth grade, Tracy Elementary School

Tracy students urge water conservation
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Look for samples of how newspapers can connect people in one area and to important events in the community. Imagine the local newspaper did not exist. How would you stay connected? Share your thoughts on why this weekly newspaper page that connects you to the important events in the community is so important. Send them to axm40@psu.edu.

— Brett Puharic, third grade, Tracy Elementary School
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